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I feel it my duty, for the benefit of the readers of Àhlén's book, and by no means
to detraet fiom its great rnerits. 10 drawattention to a few details. It would, I think,
have added to the practical use of the book, especWly for reference purposes, if a t
had been added to the numbers of those rune-stones that have got lost.

There seems 10 be sdme inconsistency in the numbering of inscriptions that do not
occur in Runverket. Thus I find (in the index and elsewhere) "UFV 1959; 196", but
e.g. "Unf47" instead of "UFV 1948". The Viby stone (p. 30) is given no number
(SöFV 1982; 235) and does not figure in the index. The referenee on p. 63 should
not be 1.3.1 but to 1.2.

In conc1usion it can only be said that this exhaustive study is a most welcome
achievement, which not only contains mueh factual matter but is also extremely

thought-provoking.
Jan Meijer

D. Boutkan, A concise grammar of the Old Frisian dialect of the f!!st Riusning
manuscript - Odense University Press; Odense 1996, 203 pp. (ISBN 87-7838
187-8.203).

Boutkan's A concise grammar of the Old Frisian dialect of the first Riustring ma
nuscript (ACG) is hased on "an inventory rather!ban an analysis" (ACG p.l) of the
material of the Old Frisian First Riusning Manuscript (RI), wich is assurned to date
from the end of the 13th century and is written in Old Bast Frisian.1 This mannscript
is generally considered to contain the most archaic Old Frisian we possess. For this
reason Boutkan chose it to serve as the primary basis for his project on Oid Frisian
etymology, which forms part of the larger so-called 'Pokomy-project'. This project,
which is carried out by a number of scholars of the Depanment of Comparative
Linguistics of the University of Leiden, and which was initiated by prof. dr. R. S. P.
Beekes, is concemed with the writing of a new etymological dictionary of Proto
Indo-European. The grammar is an "offshoot" (ACG p. I) of the work Boutkan is
doing for this project, since working on the material "it appeared ... that sufficient
insight into the' grammar of RI was lacking" (ACG p. I).

Boutkan's grammar is not diachronie, like the classica! ones, but synchronie. This
implies e.g. that he does not distinguish between a-, i-, u- etc. sterns, but between
strong and weak mascuJines, feminines and neuters. Other than that;the structure of
the book is very classicaI, with an iritroduction, a chapter on phonology, followed by
one on morphology. As Visser (1997) already pointed out, there is no treatment of
the syutax of Rl. It could he argued on the one hand !hat by iacking a chapter on
syutax, ACG places itself in the tradition of the classical Old Frisian grammars of
Van Helten (1890) and Steller (1928), and that viewed in the light of the 'ultimate
goal' of Boutkan's project, the writing of an etymological dictionnary, syntax was
not among his primary concerns. On the other hand however, the study of üId
Frisian is still in dire need of syutaetical analyses, especially for Old East Frisian.

1 One of the two Old Frisian dialects, üId West Frisian being the other one.
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A concise grammar is perhaps best compared with Sjölin's introduction to bis edi
rion of tbe Fivelgo mannscript (Sjölin 1970; 72-174), since both autbors have ana
lyzed the language and vocabulary of one single Old Frisian manuscript. Sjölin's
magnum opus is as yet unparallelled in the history of üId Frisian studies. The work
contains an edition with a German translation of the üId Frisian texts, au exhaustive
glossary, a grammatica! analysis, a short study on the contents and parallels of the
individual texts, and some lexicological comments.

With Boutkan's grammar, Rl now has received almost the same treatment as F,
since it had already been edited (witb a glossary) by Buma in the series Oudfriese
taa/- en rechtsbronnen (1961), and re-edited and translated in German by Buma and
Ebel in the series Altfriesische Rechtsquellen (1963). Thus, for both manuscripts au
edirion, a translation, a glossary and a grammar are now available, mal<ing them the
two most completely analyzed Old Frisian codices2 .

The most conspicuous difference between Boutkan and Sjölin becomes evident
when we consider the parallel parts of both works. Both writers have treated the
morphology (nouns, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, prefixes, con
junetions, numerals and verbs) of Rl and F respectively, but while Boutkan has a
chapter on phonology (ACG p. 12-51), the carresponding two chapters in Sjölin are
called 'Das System der Schrift' and 'Schriftbild und Lautung' (1970; 72-112). These
ritJes are typical of tbe graphematical bent which was popular aroong a number of
prominent Old Frisian philologists during tbe sixties and seventies. This approach
has now been abandoned. Boutkan on tbe otber hand seems to hold a totally
opposite view. Whereas tbc graphematicians were almost over-cautious in deducing
phonological info~mation from written sources, Boutkan is in some cases too
determined in his graph interpretations. Ris starting-point seems to be not the
written forms as we find them in tbe manuscript, but a deduced phonological farm.

This point is perhaps best illustrated by Boutkan's interpretation of tbc fonns
londriuht. riuht andfiuwertih which appear in Rl alongside tbe regular fonns with
a spelling <eh>: londriu{:ht, riucht andfiuwertich. Boutkan takes this as an
indicarion tbat <h> can represent [x] in these instances (ACG p. 13). 1 tbink this
inference is not justified, because it would mean that besides for [hl (as in hond
'hand') and [1] (glotral stop; as in michohelis 'Michael's'), <h> eau stand for [x] in

Rl. 1t is my opinion that we are dealing witb variant (dialectical?) farms, and that
riukt is te be interpreted as [riuht]. We can find arguments for this interpretation
when we look at tbe modem Frisian dialects. In tbe Hindelopen dialect we find e.g.
naat (0 < h < x) for Standard Modem Frisian nacht 'night' (De Boer 1950; IlO).
Also, Modem Frisian docht 'does' is sometimes pronounced [daht]. Boutkan,
however, seems to take tbe soundvalue [riuxt], deduced fmm tbe spelling <riucht>
as standard, and adjusts his interpretation of <h> te fit this picture, rather than
considering the possibility of [hl in this position.

In the second place, Boutkan's work sometimes gives the impression of being
rather fragmental. lt is as if the building blocks it consists of are still visible. The

2 Ileave aside the work of Caropbell (1952).
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typical Riustring variability of e and i may serve as an example. In bis introduction,
Boutkan claims that one of the archaisms of Rl is the T1retention of *i in pp (past
participle; HN) elirnad "Iearned"" (ACG p. 10). On the same page however, he also
lists the lypical Riustring innovations, among them I) *erD > irD, 2) *" (Old Frisian
e) > i and 3) 'ij (aid Frisian e) > i. Further in the texl he again takes np this lypica!
Riustring phenomenon, and lists "quite a number of instances" in which e and i are
"fonnd to he variabie" (ACG p. 23), e.g. ned win beside ned were 'self-defence',
send beside sind <are'. etc. After discussing the historica! origins of these different
forms, Boutkan concludes thal "[w]e may he dealing with phonetica!ly similar vari
ants of lel and lil thaI led 10 incidental orthographica! confusions" (ACG p. 24). If
this is sa why iso't it even mentioned that elirnad for *elernad could be just sueh a
typical Riustring form instead of an archaism? And why doesn'l Boutkan tel! us in
his introduction thaI he wil! deal with the problem of e - i further un in his book?
This is whal I mean by fragmental; the anthor doesn'l sufficiently guide the reader
through his book, and il even seems thaI al times he himself has forgolten thal he
already treated a certain subject.

Finally. there are some details. In his list of abbreviations Boutkan doesn't men
tion thal a single square bracket, which paps up every Dnee in a while in the cited
farms. stands for a word boundary. Nor is he too generous with meanings of cited
farms.

These critical Dates are however onIy minor points. The work onthe whoie has
much to offer, bul since this is the fITst grammatical treatise on aid Frisian to appear
in a few decades, one is perhaps inclined to view it as the new üId Ft:.isian Grammar,
still a desideratum for Old Frisian studies. In short, the work is exactly whal il says
itself 10 be; "a concise grammar of the Old Frisian dialecl of the fusl Riustring
manuscript". But this does not mean that it doesn't contain same interesting obser
vations on Did Fris:ian in generaI. Iike a word on the relative chronology of the um
laulof *u and the palatalisation of *g, a stimulating discussion of the vuwel halance
and vowel harmony, as weIl as a codification of assimilation mIes of consonants in
codae and of cliticisation rules. It is also a nice appetizer for Boutkan's forthcoming
etymologica! dictionnary of the aid Frisian of the Riustring material.
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